Event-related desynchronization, ERD-mapping and hemispheric differences for words and numbers.
Event-related desynchronization (ERD) is the amount of event-related decrease in alpha band power. In applying ERD as an index of cortical activation, the way in which attention and expectancy affect hemispheric differences for words and numbers was investigated. Subjects, 12 right-handed males, had to perform a semantic and a numerical classification task under two different counterbalanced expectancy conditions. Whereas under the high expectancy condition words and numbers were presented blockwise, they were presented randomly under the low expectancy condition. In the semantic task subjects had to indicate the category to which a word belonged; in the numerical task they had to judge whether a number was odd or even. Because 48 words and numbers were used in both expectancy conditions, each subject had to perform a total of 192 trials, practice trials not included. During each of the 192 trials, EEG-signals were recorded from 29 electrodes and analyzed in two frequency bands (6-10 Hz and 9-13 Hz). The data, which were also presented in the form of maps, were subjected to a 6-factorial ANOVA. The results reveal a complex pattern of interactions between the two frequency bands, expectancy conditions, stimulus types and the recording sites. The most important results concern the influence of expectancy. A consistent left hemispheric advantage could be observed under the high expectancy condition and in the lower alpha band only. This and other results seem to indicate that the lower alpha band is more sensitive to reflect expectancy and attentional processes.